
d3con Conference
March 22nd, 2023 MAIN STAGE

MAIN STAGE 08:30 Admission

The doors open at 8:30 am - so you can start networking over your first coffee or find
yourself a good seat.

MAIN STAGE 09:20 Opening

A short welcome from the organizer.

Nina Kress
d3con

Moderation:
Inken März
d3con Moderation

MAIN STAGE 09:30 How marketers will solve the global disinformation crisis

The disinformation crisis is solvable. A small handful of adtech companies dictate
where billions of advertising dollars go every year. These companies use an opaque
system to send ads to sites that pump out hate speech and disinformation — against
the wishes of advertisers. Check My Ads has taken millions out of the disinformation
economy and has disrupted Dan Bongino, Steve Bannon, Charlie Kirk, and others.
Their groundbreaking research shows that blocklists are not enough to cut off the flow
of ad dollars to the disinformation economy — that we need to go deeper into the supply
chain. How are marketers going to save the world from disinformation? Claire and
Nandini will show you how it’s done and how YOU can play a role in solving the
disinformation crisis.

Claire Atkin
Check My Ads

Nandini Jammi
Check My Ads

Moderation:
Bobi Carley
ISBA

MAIN STAGE 10:30 Coffee Break
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MAIN STAGE 11:00 Experts Panel: Programmatic 2023

Leading experts in the industry discuss the latest challenges and trends. 

Sarah Ostkamp
Unilever

Philipp Seuss
Rotkäppchen-Mumm

Daniela Tollert
GroupM

Jonathan Krochmann
Flaschenpost

Simone Bremser
Deutsche Telekom

Jochen Schlosser
Adform

Moderation:
Julia Schössler
schoesslers

MAIN STAGE 11:45 DOOH – Status Quo and what’s next?

The triumph of programmatic Digital Out of Home can no longer be stopped. Experts
discuss different opportunities regarding innovative advertising material, targeting
options, inventory selection and success measurement for all participants.

Ann-Christin Lehmann
Lichtblick

Andreas Heintze
Ströer

Helen Schütt
Kinetic

Christian Raveaux
REWE Group

Dorota Karc
WallDecaux

Frank Goldberg
Digital Media Institute

Moderation:
Lothar Krause
Opinary

MAIN STAGE 12:30 Lunch Break
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MAIN STAGE 13:30 From linear TV to streaming, Connected TV, Addressable TV
and Programmatic Cinema

Is the market moving towards addressable TV? How will Netflix ads influence the CTV
market? Which new opportunities does programmatic cinema have to offer? CTV and
cinema advertisements yield enormously large potential for advertisers. Which
strategies lead to major campaign success? 

Nadine Kamski
L'Oréal

Steffen Zeller
Rügenwalder Mühle

John Schmidt
Weischer.Cinema

Mario Widmann
Janssen

Gregor Fellner
Rakuten Advertising

Moderation:
Raoul Fischer
StoryWorks

MAIN STAGE 14:15 Programmatic Audio Advertising

Throughout the recent years, digital audio has developed itself to one of the most
promising market segments in the area of advertising marketing. Even in critical times,
digital audio is a stable and reliable channel for advertisers. Experts of the audio and
podcast industry speak about this development and give an outlook into the future.

Jannis Poestges
Spotify

Jan-Philipp Thomas
ALDI SÜD

Christian Schalt
RTL Radio Deutschland

Carolin Dahms
Renault Deutschland

Vlad-Alin Mateiu
OMD Germany

Yvonne Fritz
CROSSPLAN

Moderation:
Oliver von Wersch
nxt statista

MAIN STAGE 15:00 Coffee Break
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MAIN STAGE 15:15 Mobile Advertising

Which mobile advertising formats work the best? What kinds of trends are emerging?
In which way can advertisers achieve the most success with mobile advertising?

Philipp Graf
L'Oréal

Mathias Würdemann
InnoGames

Markus Harant
XXXLdigital

Andy Weinzierl
sushi bikes

Jason Modemann
Mawave

Moderation:
Björn Radde
T-Systems International

MAIN STAGE 16:00 d3con Innovation Award 2023

Here you will see the most exciting innovations of the industry briefly demonstrated. Be
inspired and vote!

Wiktoria Wójcik
inStreamly

Anja Visscher
pryntad

Johannes van de Loo
SmartCom

Simon Hecker
4.screen

Jan Schoenmakers
HASE & IGEL

Henning Tillmann
Snaque

Elisabeth L’Orange
Oxolo

Rui de Freitas
C WIRE

Tom Dolling
Adnami

Stephan Wittekind
LightnTec

Moderation:
Oliver Busch
Author - Angel - Advisor

MAIN STAGE 17:15 d3con 2023 Summary 

Together with a selection of inspiring guests, Ina and Ralf will summarize the highlights
of d3con 2023 and present a forecast for the upcoming year. 

Bianca Schilling
VELUX

Constance Stein
Cosnova

Moderation:
Ina Börner
NO DIRTY TALK
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MAIN STAGE 17:45 MAIN STAGE: d3con Speaker Awards Ceremony

The best speakers on our stages are to be honored. You decide which speakers you
found particularly inspiring, charismatic and innovative. At the end of the day, we will
honor the best speaker of the day on each stage. Voting takes place via our app.
Access is via your ticket code.
App-Download

MAIN STAGE 18:00 Networking Dinner + d3con Lounge

Networking Dinner Barefood Deli Lilienstr. 5-9 20095 Hamburg Register nowd3con
Lounge Kasematte20 Alsterglacis 20-21 20354 Hamburg Register now
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d3con Conference
March 22nd, 2023 STAGE II

STAGE II 10:00 NIVEA & the „Great Dispersion“

Technology is a fundamental game and business model changer – however, the old
challenge of relevance remains. How can long-term global branding function in a
fragmented and short-term digital world? How is the brand NIVEA managed globally
and still relevant locally?

Corina Kurscheid
Beiersdorf

STAGE II 11:00 Global Markets Experts 

Leading experts from international markets discuss the latest trends in programmatic.
What can the German market learn from the colleagues in the US and UK?

Annabella Da Encarnacao
MYCS

Anthony Katsur
IAB Tech Lab

Jay Kingsley-Brooks
OneFootball

Andrea Campana
beintoo

Moderation:
Daniel Knapp
IAB Europe

STAGE II 11:45 Publisher Summit

Leading publishers report about their strategies, achievements and new challenges.
What chances currently exist for publishers in the area of programmatic advertising
and which advertising formats will be key in the future? 

Julia Wehrle
Media Impact

Alen Nazarian
Seven.One Media

Mike Klinkhammer
AutoScout24

Andreas Lenz
Heise Medien I t3n Magazin

Alexander Bauer
Kitchen Stories

Moderation:
Eva-Maria Schmidt
HORIZONT
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STAGE II 13:30 Retail Media - the Driver of Growth in Digital Advertising

With its outstanding growth forecasts, retail media is accelerating the digital advertising
ecosystem. At the BVDW panel, experts from the retail, agency and technology
sectors will discuss about opportunities and challenges in the fast lane.

Patricia Grundmann
OBI First Media Group

Miriam Thome
Xandr, a Microsoft
Advertising Company

Carsten Becker
Omnicom Media Group
Germany

Ingrid Hochwind
Google

Torsten Ahlers
MediaMarktSaturn

Sascha Dolling
Mediaplus Realtime

Moderation:
Eric Hall
Halls of ...

STAGE II 14:15 First-Party Data Activation

Google has rescheduled the prohibition of third-party cookies to 2024 once again.
What are publishers doing in order to prepare, how are they generating first party data
and what does the communication with their users look like? What solutions are there
for offering targeting options to advertisers if third-party cookies disappear?

Jenny Schweneker
RND

Jonas Rashedi
FUNKE Mediengruppe

Christian Lindenau
Finya

Achim Schlosser
European netID Foundation

Lasse Nordsiek
Equativ

Robert Blanck
Axel Springer National Media

Moderation:
Jochen Kalka
schoesslers

STAGE II 15:30 Guide to Brand Safety & Brand Suitability

Brand safety vs. brand suitability – what are the most recent findings on the market
and why does brand suitability need to further establish itself? What role do
cybersecurity, ad fraud, viewability and brand risk play and which strategies are
available to advertisers and publishers? 

Danny Wilming
BURGER KING Deutschland

Matthias Lindner
Pernod Ricard

Helge Krüger
Teads

Philipp Seuss
Rotkäppchen-Mumm

Patrick Stoltze
Integral Ad Science

Moderation:
Arndt Groth
ACG Consulting
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STAGE II 16:15 The Future of Privacy Preserving Measurement 

IAB Europe will bring together a panel of experts to discuss the future of digital ad
campaign measurement in light of fundamental changes in the industry, including the
deprecation of the third-party cookie and restrictions on iOS mobile devices. The panel
will look to explore how measurement can continue to operate in a privacy preserving
environment, focusing particularly on the performance of omnichannel campaigns. 

Sebastian Grantz
Google

Manuela Moser
PubMatic

Marion Kölling
Xandr

Nick Welch
Integral Ad Science

Julia Kühne
Axel Springer

Moderation:
Jörg Vogelsang
IAB Europe

STAGE II 17:00 Live Podcast

The d3con Podcast is the largest German language podcast that deals with
programmatic advertising. 

Thomas Zimmermann
FREE NOW

Moderation:
Erik Siekmann
Digital Forward

STAGE II 17:40 End STAGE ll
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d3con Conference
March 22nd, 2023
MASTERCLASSES I

MASTERCLASSES I 10:00 Melitta Inventor’s Heartbeat

In Melitta Bentz’s 150 th year of birth, our brand, markets, and business models are
transforming even more rapidly according to the logic of sustainability and
digitalization. We believe that trust brand describes thinking holistically about culture,
purpose and contribution. Digitalization is consistently developed inside and out
collaboratively from source to customer, in order to optimize data-driven systems,
impact and value. Because brand management in the digital age needs trust,
transparency and confidence more than ever.

Katharina Roehrig
Melitta

MASTERCLASSES I 10:30 It's about more than sustainability - Brand & Adtech in their
obligation

The rapid development and innovation of our industry has always brought challenges
with itself. And today we are standing in front of one of the largest. We need to take
responsibility for our daily decisions. For our environment. For more transparency. For
data security and control. For consumers.

Alexander Weißenfels
Adform Germany

Norman Wagner
Deutsche Telekom

MASTERCLASSES I 11:00 „How to Programmatic Cinema”

Last year, Weischer.Cinema has made movie theaters, the mother of all moving
images, programmatically bookable - a world premiere. But how does this new kid on
the block of the programmatic world function? This masterclass will demonstrate how
targeting and booking routes of programmatic cinema work in practice – from the DSP
screen to the big screen in the movie theater.

Diana Weinmann
Weischer.Cinema

Jan Fleck
Weischer.Cinema

MASTERCLASSES I 11:30 Cross-channel advertising in 2023: the key to thriving in
challenging times

Join this masterclass presented by StackAdapt where we will review 2023 ad trends
and insights. In this session we will breakdown programmatic channels and discuss
the benefits and key tactics to consider when building a cross-channel strategy.  

Jasper Oswin
StackAdapt
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MASTERCLASSES I 11:45 Enhance your omnichannel approach for a better consumer
experience

The introduction of streaming services and cross-device viewing behaviours have
created a new type of consumer: one that is wary of their digital footprint while
simultaneously demanding personalised ad experiences, no matter the screen on
which they’re presented. In this session, Stéphane Printz – unpacks how digital
consumption habits have influenced the state of digital advertising and what it means
for the future of our industry.

Stéphane Printz
Index Exchange

MASTERCLASSES I 12:15 In Preparation
 

Christian Weiten
Xucker

MASTERCLASSES I 13:30 Goodbye Third-Party Cookies, Hello First-Party Data.
Demand-Side, it’s Time to Catch Up.

The loss of third-party cookies makes the digital value chain more complex. The goal
for marketers and publishers must be to reduce complexity where supply and demand
activities do not add value. In order for this to be accomplished, it requires innovation
and cooperation. From vetting partners to critical pre- and post-campaign initiatives,
we’ll share how to succeed with first-party data without breaking a sweat. Join
TripleLift’s Sylwia Iwanejko-Sajewska alongside industry experts from the leading
global ad agencies as they share what advertisers need to do in order to win with first-
party data.

Sylwia Iwanejko-Sajewska
TripleLift

Jacek Marcinow
Publicis Media

Matthias Cada
Omnicom

Michael Szybowski
GroupM

MASTERCLASSES I 14:00 Drive Advertising Outcomes by Harnessing Attention

Attention has always been at the heart of advertising. But given the speed of digital
culture and the variety of content consumers encounter each day, capturing attention
is a challenge. In this session, we will discuss common myths concerning the
measurement of attention and show its role in driving advertising outcomes.

Jakob Gomersall
DoubleVerify
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MASTERCLASSES I 14:30 The crucial question - How can contextual targeting become
more efficient?

How can you determine what content suits your own brand? Christian Eisenblätter
explains how loglevel data can be used to select the right targeting segments and
therefore optimize campaign performance. Data-based decision-making instead of
unprecise media planning.

Christian Eisenblätter
Integral Ad Science

MASTERCLASSES I 15:30 The post view buyers, the unknown creatures

"I click, therefore I am!" vs. "I don't click, therefore I am not?" Perceiving well-
established digital advertisement and purchasing afterwards, without having clicked on
the banner … is that possible, is that measurable and does that have any value at all?
PAYBACK explains, how programmatic online ads work and how they increase sales
even without a click. 

Benedikt Schmitt-Homann
PAYBACK

MASTERCLASSES I 16:00 Future-Proof Contextual Marketing with Programmatic
DOOH

Programmatic DOOH offers the precision, accuracy and scale to connect a brand with
its target audience. By increasing contextual relevance via Dynamic Creative
Optimisation (DCO), the possibilities for greater targeting and engagement are
limitless. Join us to hear from Kinetic Germany’s Robert Sagebaum and Hivestack’s
Jonathan Oh about their experience in the space. Programmatic DOOH offers the
precision, accuracy and scale to connect a brand with its target audience. By
increasing contextual relevance via Dynamic Creative Optimisation (DCO), the
possibilities for greater targeting and engagement are limitless. Join us to hear from
Kinetic Germany’s Robert Sagebaum and Hivestack’s Jonathan Oh about their
experience in the space.

Jonathan Oh
Hivestack

Robert Sagebaum
Kinetic Germany

MASTERCLASSES I 16:15 Publishing experts fire-side chat

How can you optimize your programmatic setup? What technologies yield the best
results? What are the decisive factors in viewability and ad verification? What do we do
without cookies? Experts from publishers have asked these questions and will explain
their current solutions. Participants are invited to ask questions and talk about their
own experiences.

Jenny Schweneker
RND

Stefan Rauch
ImmoScout24

Jennifer Conrads
wetter.com

Carsten Sander
BurdaForward

Moderation:
Alexander Schott
AdOps.Consulting l Admanagerforum
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MASTERCLASSES I 17:00 Amazon DSP - the path to success? The benefits with best
practices for highly efficient advertising from awareness to
performance

Amazon DSP offers a wide spectrum for advertisers: from awareness campaigns with
videos on Twitch or the Champions League on Connected TV, to retargeting for sales
promotion. ameo shows the advantages of Amazon DSP and shares best practices
from over 500 projects around Amazon Marketing.

Sönke Hansen
ameo

Hannes Großmann
ameo

MASTERCLASSES I 17:30 End MASTERCLASSES l
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d3con Conference
March 22nd, 2023
MASTERCLASSES II

MASTERCLASSES II 10:00 Viva con Agua – how to digitalize NGO-Marketing fast

Analogue events used to be the most successful marketing method for the Hamburg
established NGO Viva con Agua for years. Drawing attention to the global drinking
water situation at festivals and in stadiums whilst advertising the own brand in a joyful
and positive way – a great plan, until all of this was not possible anymore. For Viva con
Agua, the pandemic was an accelerator for the transformation towards digital
marketing.

Johannes Tomczak
Viva con Agua

MASTERCLASSES II 10:30 Traditional Targeting is dead, long live Personified
Targeting!

Reaching Personas, not Users or: how "Personification" and "Cookieless/IDless-
Insights" can keep your marketing KPIs alive. We help you to build your future-proof
targeting strategy 2.0 

Charlotte Diemer
Ogury

Jan Heumüller
Ogury

MASTERCLASSES II 11:00 Streaming TV’s New Era - How Ads Are Powering
Streaming’s Future in Germany

How advertising is fuelling the evolving television experience Disney, Netflix and
Discovery are amongst many businesses who have recently launched ad supported
streaming models. Hear from Magnite as they unveil their latest research which
addresses the audience behaviour driving this change.

Johannes Paysen
Magnite

MASTERCLASSES II 11:15 Performance powered by AI. How marketers guide AI for
business growth

In this Masterclass, we'll introduce you to Google's new measurement methods such
as Enhanced Conversions, Consent Mode, Google Analytics 4, and Value-Based
Bidding. With their help, you can fill data gaps based on greater transparency, user
consensus, and AI to better achieve your business goals.

Reemda Tieben
Google
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MASTERCLASSES II 11:45 How to reach Smart TV Viewers

Streaming and TV usage are changing - what does that mean for advertisers? How do
users perceive advertising and how can they be reached effectively? Samsung Ads
and GroupM present their latest study.

Christian Russ
Samsung Ads

Nicole Ferguson
GroupM

Jolyn Gutschmidt
GroupM

MASTERCLASSES II 13:30 Shaping the future of your brand in a digital world.

Marketers continue to prioritise and grow digital media as a percentage of their media
mix. As budgets tighten, ensuring that digital spend is delivering the right message on
the right platform, and generating the right short-term and long-term results is a point
of focus for everyone. Based on Kantar’s analysis of thousands of campaigns from
hundreds of brands around the world, Gonzalo will share key findings and success
factors for creating digital campaigns that deliver both demand and create long-term
brand value.

Gonzalo Fuentes
Kantar

MASTERCLASSES II 14:00 Programmatic team books 11 million contacts with print ads
in 30 minutes: Case Study of pryntad & Virtual Minds with
pilot & CEWE

How easy is it for programmatic teams to book print? What is the value of print
campaigns in the campaign mix and what operational experiences has pilot had with
its programmatic print booking for the client CEWE? Agency, DSP and inventory
provider in one master class: pryntad and Virtual Minds make you fit for your print
booking.

Anja Visscher
pryntad

Lisa Klang
Pilot

Stefan B. Müller
Virtual Minds

MASTERCLASSES II 14:30 The Quality Measurement Opportunity for Publishers

Advertiser interest in brand suitability, viewability and other ad quality metrics is rising
without slowing down. Publishers can seize the opportunity to analyze, optimize and
transact with brand suitability in mind. Join us to discuss how top publishers are
introducing automation and becoming more proactive about brand suitability, leading to
new revenue opportunities.

Patrik Paroubek
DoubleVerify
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MASTERCLASSES II 15:30 Trailblazing programmatic DOOH in the DACH region

Programmatic DOOH is one of the top innovative digital advertising channels: data-
driven, broadcast, and with high-impact creative possibilities. As the digital world
becomes even more global with the rise of multi-market campaigns, in this session,
hear from major players on how to unlock revenue in DACH and how to harness
creativity in prDOOH campaigns.

Michael Fritz
WallDecaux

Sandra Müller
Media Frankfurt

Andreas Miksik
Gewista

Moderation:
Anne Oesemann
VIOOH

MASTERCLASSES II 16:15 Douglas meets SoPost: Smart Sampling as a new data-
driven marketing solution within the retail media
environment

Europe's N°1 Beauty Retailer & Leading Digital Sampling Expert introduce how to
efficiently use sampling in a retail media environment to access a bespoke lead
audience, create awareness and collect valuable insights, reviews and consumer data.

Jessica Koch
Douglas Marketing Solutions

Magali Kirsch
SoPost

MASTERCLASSES II 16:45 Myth Busting on US Market Entry and Scale for EU Digitals

The best way to enter the US market is hiring and managing a full time staff remotely
from Europe. Working with consultants to drive revenue once you have built a team in
the US disrupts Company "culture." Consultants make introductions and leave-they
never produce anything. Success in Europe means success in the US-it will come the
same way there as it did here. Hossein Houssaini of Ho/Pe Advisory will interview
Michael Kerans, Founder of C.R.O. Partners on the myths, mistakes and proven
shortcuts. C.R.O. Partners has worked with 70 EU ad techs since 2008, including: The
Independent, IPONWEB, eyeo, DoubleVerify, 1plusx, Grapeshot, StickyAds, and
mrge.

Michael Kerans
C.R.O. Partners

Hossein Houssaini
C.R.O. Partners & Ho/Pe
Advisory

MASTERCLASSES II 17:00 End MASTERCLASSES ll
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